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Shoppers  look toward their immediate and social networks  to inform their purchases

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

The drastic shift in consumer behavior from the rapid evolution of technology has resulted in a 20 percent drop in
customer spend with luxury brands, according to the Luxury Institute.

Luxury Institute's "2016 State of the Luxury Industry" report shows that consumers are spending much less in the
luxury market compared to two years ago, but luxury marketers will have an uphill battle to determine how to combat
this. While digital and mobile avenues are vital to success for any retailer or brand, it seems that affluent consumers
are interested more in shopping with luxury brands at bricks-and-mortar locations.

"The key takeaway of the report is  that the luxury industry is going through a downturn and a revolution globally due
to a set of macroeconomic and consumer habit changes, plus the effects of rapid technological innovations," said
Milton Pedraza, CEO of the Luxury Institute.

The report surveyed 3,900 affluent consumers from the U.S., U.K., Europe, Japan and China, all of which made higher
than $150,000 USD, 60,000, EUR50,000, 1 million CNY and Japan 150 million.

Consumer habits
Luxury spending in the United States is ahead of many other countries, but the United Kingdom and Italy are leading
the pack. The average spend within the luxury market in Italy is expected to be $17,660, $16,715 in the U.K. and
$16,360 in the U.S.

Brands must now focus on how to properly balance ecommerce initiatives and in-store strategy to appeal to the
modern affluent U.S. consumer. Bricks-and-mortar are making a slight comeback with 54 percent of high-net-worth
individuals preferring to shop in store for luxury brands, compared to only 49 percent two years ago.
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Social media is now the main avenue luxury fashion brands are using to communicate with consumers for
customer service, with 58 percent leveraging Facebook Messenger, according to another report from L2.

Traditional customer service communication platforms are tired and outdated, and consumers now expect a more
modern method for reaching out to brands and retailers. Many brands are taking note and launching
communication methods on mobile messaging platforms such as Facebook Messenger, with 71 percent of watch
and jewelry brands following suit (see more).

The growth of the luxury market is slowing, with only 19 percent of high-income individuals planning to spend more
within the next year, compared to the 30 percent from two years ago.

While growth will slow, many U.S. consumers are still planning to spend on luxury goods and services. For
instance, 92 percent of affluent consumers in the U.S. plan to spend money on luxury brands within the next 12
months.

The average anticipated spend per consumer is estimated to be $16,360, dropping almost $4,000 from $20,085 in
2014.

Luxury sectors
Watches, fine art, handbags, home appliances and jewelry are likely to be the areas hurt the most from the cut back.
About 33 percent of consumers claiming to cutback on spend with watches, 28 percent on art, 24 percent on
handbags and home appliances and 23 percent on jewelry.

However, travel remains as the dominating sector in which U.S. consumers with high incomes will be spending with
luxury brands.

Hilton-owned Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts climbed the ranks in terms of international brand awareness,
despite consumers spending less time traveling, according to another report from Luxury Institute.

JW Marriott, InterContinental, Four Seasons, Grand Hyatt and The Ritz-Carlton maintained their places as the most
visited hotel brands, reported last year and this year in the LBSI Global Hotel study. However, affluent consumers are
cutting down on hotel stays with modest decrease in number of nights stayed (see more).

"The biggest surprise is that while ecommerce is critical to success in luxury, slightly more consumers still prefer the
store experience," Mr. Pedraza said. "Additionally luxury consumers are following less, not more, luxury brands on
social media.
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"As millennials mature they are recognizing that they have to focus on careers and relationships, not just social
media," he said.
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